Blocked Shape Memory Effect in Negative Poisson’s Ratio Polymer Metamaterials
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ABSTRACT: We describe a new class of negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR) open cell PU–PE foams produced by blocking the shape memory effect in the polymer. Contrary to classical NPR open cell thermost and thermoplastic foams that return to their auxetic phase after reheating (and therefore limit their use in technological applications), this new class of cellular solids has a permanent negative Poisson’s ratio behavior, generated through multiple shape memory (mSM) treatments that lead to a fixity of the topology of the cell foam. The mSM-NPR foams have Poisson’s ratio values similar to the auxetic foams prior their return to the conventional phase, but compressive stress–strain curves similar to the ones of conventional foams. The results show that by manipulating the shape memory effect in polymer microstructures it is possible to obtain new classes of materials with unusual deformation mechanisms.
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INTRODUCTION

Shape memory (SM) is an attribute of materials that return to their original shape after a plastic deformation. SM is achieved through exposure to various stimuli, typically a heat source. Research on properties and application of SM materials is very extensive and includes shape memory alloys (SMA), 1–4 recently emerging shape memory hybrid materials (SMHs), 5–8 and polymers (SMP). 9 SMPs feature many advantages compared to SMAs, such as low density (usually from 1.0 to 1.3 g cm⁻³), higher strain recovery (maximum return rate over 400%), and relatively low manufacturing costs with easy processing. 5 The polymers can be modified using relatively straightforward processes, allowing an easy adjustment of the polymers’ properties according to requirements of the specific application. The most commonly used SMP materials are thermoplastic polyurethanes (PU), due to its ease of preparation, high resistance to organic solvents and aqueous solutions, possible biocompatibility and biodegradability. Additionally, PU glass transition temperature can be easily tailored for the desired application. Foams constitute a specific subset of SMPs. Shape Memory Foams (SMFs) are manufactured in a similar to conventional foams how- ever, using SMP as their base materials. The first shape memory foam was proposed by Tey et al. 10 using SMP core material in a open cell structure. Typical constituent solids for SMFs are epoxy, 11,12 polyurethane, 13 and vinyl copolymer-based polymers. 14 SMFs have a very low density, are highly compressible and possess a significant shape recovery ratio that is very desirable for various applications, specifically in aerospace and automotive industries. 12,15 With SMFs, polymeric vehicles or structures could in theory be compacted during transportation and returned back to their original shape when delivered, significantly reducing the storage required for transportation. 11

Negative Poisson’s ratio foams (NPR) polyurethane foams were first manufactured by Lakes using a combination of multiaxial compression of pristine foam, followed by heating below the polymer softening temperature and successive cooling. 16 The resultant foam features pores with a general re-entrant structure, providing the negative Poisson’s ratio effect. Research in negative Poisson’s ratio materials is not only stimulated by the counterintuitive behavior of such solids, but also because of the large number of beneficial properties which may be used in practical applications, like increased indentation resistance, shear stiffness, plane strain fracture toughness, enhanced acoustic properties and the ability to form synclastic curvature. Negative Poisson’s ratio foams may therefore perform better than their conventional counterparts in a number of products, including cushioning applications where...
Figure 1. Multiple shape memory effect of auxetic foams. Conventional PU–PE open cell foam (1) is subjected to mechanical volumetric compression and annealing (2), obtaining a foam with negative Poisson’s ratio characteristics (3). After being subjected to mechanical testing (4), the foam is placed in an oven at a temperature above the softening point, and returns to a conventional phase (5) with further testing (6). The returned-conventional foam is subjected to mechanical testing again. The conventional-auxetic-returned processing is performed five times. We obtain five auxetic phases (and five returned foam batches (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th).

The ability of the foam to form dome shaped structures will ease problems, such as pressure ulcers endured by persons who are confined on a wheel chair or are bed ridden. Negative Poisson’s ratio foams may also show superior qualities when used in protection equipment because their material tends to flow toward the impact zone (i.e., it becomes denser). Porous filters may also benefit from the introduction of a negative Poisson’s ratio since the area of the pores in auxetic materials—opposite to conventional solids—tend to increase on the application of a stress. Since the publication of Lakes’ seminal paper, different types of manufacturing processes have been designed to produce NPR open cell foams. A shape memory effect can be also induced in negative Poisson’s ratio foam specimens by applying a specific temperature profile, causing the dimensions of the NPR foam to return to their original values (conversion to returned phase). The process of converting PU foam from conventional to NPR (also denominated as auxetic), and the subsequent reconversion to the returned (or original) phase, is designated as one conversion cycle. Studies have investigated the cyclic compressive and tensile properties of open cell PU foam at each stage of two successive conversion cycles, obtaining four different phases (native, first auxetic, first returned, second auxetic). A chemical and structural characterization of the PU base foam and its auxetic and first returned phases has been recently performed by Li and Zeng. In Bianchi et al. work the PU foam was found to possess similar Poisson’s ratio values between the native and the first returned phase, as well as between the first and second auxetic phases. Significant differences were however observed about the energy dissipated per unit volume under cyclic loading and the tangent modulus of the foams, leaving open the question whether further SM treatments could provide other peculiar behaviors in the mechanical properties of the foams. Although NPR foams are envisaged to show all the aforementioned mechanical and multifunctional advantages, they suffer an important drawback due to their shape memory effect, due to which they revert back to their original structure (having a positive Poisson’s ratio) when exposed to heat or solvents.

We describe in this work how upon repeated shape memory cycles, it is possible to transform a conventional polyurethane foam material permanently into a negative Poisson’s ratio one even after nominal shape memory recovery. The irreversible (or blocked) shape memory effect generated in these open cell polyurethane foams can be used to produce designer polymeric porous materials with unusual deformation mechanisms (metamaterials) for applications ranging from higher temperature acoustic liners to biomedical implants in which negative Poisson’s ratio porous polymers with high indentation and wear and tear properties.

MANUFACTURING AND TESTING

We have used five identical off-the-shelf open-cell PU-based conventional foam specimen types with 27 kg m$^{-3}$ density (SM Upholstery Ltd., Cardiff, U.K.). The specimens had initial dimensions of 30 mm diameter and 160 mm in length (Figure 1). The pristine foams have been converted into the NPR (or auxetic) phase using the classical manufacturing route described in. The specimens have been compressed to their 50% and 37% of the original dimensions along the axial (i.e., foam length) and the radial (i.e., foam diameter) directions, respectively. The mold has been then placed into a preheated industrial oven Carbolite GP 450B at 200 °C, according to the thermal β profile described in ref 24. The temperature inside the foam specimen has been monitored using a thermocouple. Once the final temperature of 150 °C after 12 min has been reached, the mold was retrieved from the oven and cooled down at the room temperature for 2 h. At the completion of the cooling process, the auxetic specimens have been extracted.
The specimens have been also weighted using an electronic balance (sensitivity 0.01 mm) at different location of the sample length. The specimens in this first new phase are named as “returned”. The cyclic process of conversion into auxetic and back into returned phase has been repeated five times, with 11 different states for the foams considered. Five samples have been converted within each production batch. The mechanical tests have been carried out immediately after the manufacturing process. The dimensions of the foams have been measured using a digital caliper (sensitivity 0.01 mm) at different location of the sample length. The specimens have been also weighted using an electronic scale (sensitivity of 0.001g). The final density ratio of the foams has been calculated as \( FDR = \rho / \rho_{\text{conv}} \), where \( \rho_{\text{conv}} \) is the density of the pristine foam (27 kg m\(^{-3}\)) and \( \rho \) is the actual value of foam density at each different phase. Cyclic compressive loading has been performed at a displacement rate of 20 mm/min using an Instron 3343 testing machine equipped with a 1 kN load cell. Each test consisted in five cycles at 10% of maximum compressive strain. During testing, the longitudinal and radial displacements have been measured using an Imetrum Video Gauge System with high-resolution monochrome camera (0.5 \( \mu \)m over 10 mm of maximum displacement). The cameras was equipped with telecentric lens and supported by a low energy fluorescent lamp giving a cool and diffuse light. Tracking targets for the measurement of the displacement via the video gauge have been placed in three different positions around the center of the sample (i.e., the surface of the foams free from end effects). The surfaces of the samples have been also marked in black to increase the contrast and facilitate the data acquisition. Measurements were taken only from the fifth cycle to avoid effects from possible failed ribs during the manufacturing. The Poisson’s ratio was calculated from the longitudinal and radial strains at the 10% value of compressive strain following the classical definition \( \nu = -\varepsilon_L / \varepsilon_T \). The tangent modulus \( (E_T) \) has been calculated from the linear region of the stress–strain curve of the foams (both conventional and auxetic) at 10% of compressive strain as \( E_T = \sigma / \varepsilon_T \).

Values of the energy dissipated through hysteresis within a cyclic loading were calculated approximating the sides of each stress–strain curve with two second degree polynomial curve followed by numerical integration of areas. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) has been also carried out using a TA Instruments Q100 DS Calorimeter. The DSC analysis has been performed on all the foams from the first to the fifth returned cycle, as well as on the native (pristine) foam. An elemental analysis (C/H/N) has also been carried out on the foam samples. The microstructure of the foams has been observed using a scanning electron microscope (JEOL JSM-S600LV) at 10 kV of accelerating voltage. X-ray computed tomography (CT) scanning was performed on a sample belonging to the fifth returned phase and the pristine foam, using Nikon-Xtek 320 kV machine. Specimens were scanned at 54 kV and 249 mA with a resolution of 18 \( \mu \)m. IR spectroscopy of the foam specimens has been carried out using an Elmer Perkin Spectrum 100 FTIR facility at 400 spectral lines. The SAXS and WAXS tests were performed using a Ganesha SAXS instrument (http://saxsolutions.e-monsite.com/). The samples were contained in flat plate cells with mica windows and O-ring seals. The Q range covered was within 0.003 and 3 A (200 to 2

from the mold and gently pulled along their longitudinal direction to relax the samples from any residual stress on the outer surface. The ends of the foams extracted from the mold have also been cut before testing, to obtain specimen with homogeneous mechanical and structural properties. NPR foams show a natural tendency to partially recover their original dimensions, therefore all the density measurements were performed immediately after manufacturing. Following, the auxetic foam specimens were placed into a preheated oven at 200 °C. For all the samples we have observed, a relaxation process starting to be visible when the foam specimen core reached 100 °C. The relaxation rate rapidly increases until a temperature of 150 °C was reached, and full recovery of the original dimensions is obtained. The specimens in this first new phase are named as “returned”. The cyclic process of conversion into auxetic and back into returned phase has been repeated five times, with 11 different states for the foams considered. Five samples have been converted within each production batch. The mechanical tests have been carried out immediately after the manufacturing process. The dimensions of the foams have been measured using a digital caliper (sensitivity 0.01 mm) at different location of the sample length. The specimens have been also weighted using an electronic scale (sensitivity of 0.001g). The final density ratio of the foams has been calculated as \( FDR = \rho / \rho_{\text{conv}} \), where \( \rho_{\text{conv}} \) is the density of the pristine foam (27 kg m\(^{-3}\)) and \( \rho \) is the actual value of foam density at each different phase. Cyclic compressive loading has been performed at a displacement rate of 20 mm/min using an Instron 3343 testing machine equipped with a 1 kN load cell. Each test consisted in five cycles at 10% of maximum compressive strain. During testing, the longitudinal and radial displacements have been measured using an Imetrum Video Gauge System with high-resolution monochrome camera (0.5 \( \mu \)m over 10 mm of maximum displacement). The cameras was equipped with telecentric lens and supported by a low energy fluorescent lamp giving a cool and diffuse light. Tracking targets for the measurement of the displacement via the video gauge have been placed in three different positions around the center of the sample (i.e., the surface of the foams free from end effects). The surfaces of the samples have been also marked in black to increase the contrast and facilitate the data acquisition. Measurements were taken only from the fifth cycle to avoid effects from possible failed ribs during the manufacturing. The Poisson’s ratio was calculated from the longitudinal and radial strains at the 10% value of compressive strain following the classical definition \( \nu = -\varepsilon_L / \varepsilon_T \). The tangent modulus \( (E_T) \) has been calculated from the linear region of the stress–strain curve of the foams (both conventional and auxetic) at 10% of compressive strain as \( E_T = \sigma / \varepsilon_T \).

Values of the energy dissipated through hysteresis within a cyclic loading were calculated approximating the sides of each stress–strain curve with two second degree polynomial curve followed by numerical integration of areas. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) has been also carried out using a TA Instruments Q100 DS Calorimeter. The DSC analysis has been performed on all the foams from the first to the fifth returned cycle, as well as on the native (pristine) foam. An elemental analysis (C/H/N) has also been carried out on the foam samples. The microstructure of the foams has been observed using a scanning electron microscope (JEOL JSM-S600LV) at 10 kV of accelerating voltage. X-ray computed tomography (CT) scanning was performed on a sample belonging to the fifth returned phase and the pristine foam, using Nikon-Xtek 320 kV machine. Specimens were scanned at 54 kV and 249 mA with a resolution of 18 \( \mu \)m. IR spectroscopy of the foam specimens has been carried out using an Elmer Perkin Spectrum 100 FTIR facility at 400 spectral lines. The SAXS and WAXS tests were performed using a Ganesha SAXS instrument (http://saxsolutions.e-monsite.com/). The samples were contained in flat plate cells with mica windows and O-ring seals. The Q range covered was within 0.003 and 3 A (200 to 2
nm). The tests were carried out at room temperature (23 °C). The data coming from SAXS and WAXS measurements were postprocessed using the Lorentz polarization correction $1/Q^2P$, with $P = 0.5 + 0.5 \cos^2 (2\theta)$.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS**

The microstructure of the foam in the auxetic states has a typical re-entrant shape, and is clearly different from the one belonging to the pristine phase (Figure 1). Significant changes from the microstructure of the pristine foam are however observed for the returned phases. The foam in the initial condition shows a reticulated topology with rounded cells and the presence of membranes, while the cells in the returned specimens appear to be deformed from this more smooth and regular microstructure, with creases in the membranes and kinks along their ribs, thereby confirming previous reports.\(^2\) From the third phase onward the microstructure of the returned foams is however even more convoluted, and ribs with corrugated/nonuniform cross section are also present. The diameter of the specimens also changes throughout the SM process, with the nominal dimensions varying from 94% of the original diameter for the first returned foam to 85% for the last. According to a two-tailed student’s t test, these values are statistically significant. No changes in sample dimensions are observed for the specimens in the NPR form. This is expected, given the fixed mold dimensions used in this work. Statistically relevant density changes\(^1\) reaching a maximum of 55% compared to the pristine foam case are observed in both the auxetic and returned samples from the third cycle onward (Figure 2). The SM treatment has also a crucial influence on the mechanical properties, causing a substantial loss in modulus at the first transformation stage (Figure 2). The pristine foam exhibits a modulus of 138 kPa, dropping to 51 kPa when transformed into auxetics the first time, and averaging at 49 kPa for the following NPR configurations. The returned foams show also a significant decrease in stiffness compared to the pristine phase (from 94 kPa for the first returned and reaching 59 kPa for the fifth stage). A two-tailed t test reveals that the differences in stiffness between the first and second returned, and between the third, fourth and fifth returned samples are statistically relevant. The differences in modulus between the auxetic and returned states are however not statistically significant for the fourth and fifth auxetic, and for all the returned phases. The energy dissipated per unit volume during the cyclic loading has the highest value for the pristine foam (0.13 mJ cm\(^{-3}\)). The first NPR shows a significant decrease of the damping capacity by a factor of 3, while the other auxetic phases tend to stabilize around 0.04 mJ cm\(^{-3}\). The returned foams have damping capacity steadily decreasing from 0.052 mJ cm\(^{-3}\) for the first returned, to an average of 0.042 mJ cm\(^{-3}\) for the fourth and fifth phases.

One of the most remarkable aspects is the variation of the Poisson’s ratio for the different sets of samples. The Poisson’s ratio values related to the foams belonging to the first and second SM cycles have $\nu_{\text{fs}}$ averaging around $-0.19$ (similar to ref 22). However, starting from the third reconversion stage, the samples exhibit a negative Poisson’s ratio value close to the one of the auxetic samples, while the fifth returned phase has an even lower Poisson’s ratio ($-0.24$), showing that only 3 conversion processes are sufficient to program the auxetic behavior in conventional foams in the returned state. The correlation between the final density ratio (FDR), tangent modulus, and Poisson’s ratio for all the foams is presented again in Figure 2, in which we observe the presence of two main clusters of data. The first cluster is grouped around a FDR range between 1 and 1.5, and is composed of the returned samples. Those specimens have a density similar to that of the conventional foam phase. The second cluster collects the auxetic samples, distributed around FDR values ranging between 3.65 and 4.15. The tangent modulus of the returned foams decreases for increasing FDR values, whereas the NPR foams show a more constant behavior. While the tangent modulus vs FDR behavior of all the foams tends to cluster into two groups, a direct comparison between FDR and Poisson’s ratio shows a dependency between the manufacturing parameters used and $\nu_{\text{fs}}$. The first and second returned phases represent the first cluster, whereas the second group is comprised of the third, fourth and fifth returned foams. These last returned phases have the same (negative) Poisson’s ratio values as do the foams belonging to the auxetic phase. Significant difference is observed between the energy dissipated per unit volume of the pristine foam and all the subsequent cellular structures. We observe also in this case a clear...
correlation between energy dissipated and Poisson’s ratio of the foams, with the presence of two groups of results, the first one belonging to all the auxetic foams and the third, fourth and fifth returned, and the second one related to all the positive Poisson’s ratio foams. The foams belonging to the first cluster (above) have similar values of energy dissipation. For all these specimens, the Poisson’s ratio ranges between −0.24 and −0.17. The second cluster includes specimens with positive Poisson’s ratio (all with \( \nu_z > 0.1 \)) and shows values of energy dissipated similar to the ones belonging to the first cluster, but with a significantly higher scatter. The compressive uniaxial behavior of the auxetic foams shows a bilinear behavior, missing the central plateau typical of the conventional foams (Figure 3).\(^2\)\(^3\) While the auxetic foams follow a quasi-bilinear behavior with rapid densification,\(^2\)\(^9\) the returned foams have a stress–strain behavior showing similarities to the one of the pristine foam, especially at strains below 30%. The stiffness levels for these returned foams are however significantly lower (5 times on average) than the ones of the auxetic foams at compressive strains higher than 50%.

The SM cycles applied to the PU foams show a clear stabilization of the auxetic behavior for all the specimens after the third SM treatment. To understand the reasons behind this remarkable behavior, an elemental CHN analysis was carried out on the native, first, and fifth returned samples to investigate for any possible change in the elemental composition that might have occurred after multiple SM cycles. The pristine foam has an average of 66.2% carbon composition, 8% hydrogen and 7.1% nitrogen. After the first and fifth SM cycles, the carbon percentage only slightly increases to 66.6%, with hydrogen and nitrogen content remaining the same, thereby indicating no significant chemical change (degradation) within the composition of the foams. The TGA analysis performed also showed no significant mass loss on heating.

Figure 4. (a) DSC diagram of native and the returned samples under heating. Two second-order transitions are observed, typical of the two-phase structure of the thermoplastic polyurethane, with separated soft and hard phases. The first transition corresponds to a glass transition \( (T_g) \) of long chains in the soft phase (polyethers and polyols) and appears between −50 °C to −51 °C. At temperatures around 107 °C – 109 °C, hard crystalline domains containing the urethane groups begin melting for all the foam phases. Negligible changes for the first (b) and second (c) temperatures transitions are observed between the native and the returned foams.
above 200 °C, and the same result was observed for a conventional foam sample. NPR could be in principle also generated when ribs in the original cell tessellation are missing (“missing-rib model”), providing a cross chiral-type unit cell that couples uniaxial deformations to rotations and creates the auxetic effect. To examine the possible presence of missing foam ribs due to the SM treatments, 3 samples each belonging to pristine and fifth returned phase batches were placed in a glass container with acetone for 24 h. After this treatment, the pristine foam shows a mass loss of 93.3%, while the fifth had 0.21% only of difference in mass loss, indicating that any possible existing missing rib effect is negligible. Multiphysics properties of polyurethanes are largely affected by the aggregation state of the polymer chains, depending on the chemical specificity of the isocyanate, macroglycol and chain extender units. The microdomain structure of polyurethanes is also highly dependent on the thermal history of the polymer, and the endothermic response of polyurethanes depends on the procedure for sample preparation and the details of subsequent conditioning. Melt crystallization may generate different molecular organizations simply by using different thermal cycles. Polymorphic crystal transitions have also been observed in MDI/BD-based polyurethanes, with the initial crystallization tending to form contracted crystal structures, while annealing and stretching the sample favors the formation of extended crystal polymorphs with lower melting point an a structure consistent with the one of BD residues. We have investigated possible differences within the thermal transition temperatures with the DSC on 5 samples from each batch (Figure 4). No significant differences are noticeable in the transition temperatures, leading to the conclusion that no polymorphic changes are occurring within the composition of the ribs, which might have been thought responsible to the SM effect observed.

Both small and wide-angle X-ray scattering tests did not show significant changes in crystallinity or the presence of larger scale structures between the various conventional (reference), auxetic and returned foams (Figure 5). The SAXS tests show for all foams the presence of a shoulder, which is an indicator of the presence of layers of segregated hard sections alternating the soft section. With the Lorentz polarization factor it was possible to observe a peak at 0.08 Å \(^{-1}\) common to all the foams considered in this work, which suggests the presence of a phase separated structure with weak interconnections between hard segments as noted in other PU-type foams. The WAXS peaks (Figure 5b) correspond to 4.3 and 5.9 Å. The value of 4.3 Å is typical of hydrocarbon chain packing, while 5.9 Å is likely related to the bulkiest groups in the hard section. Quite notably and in line with what observed by Li and Zeng for the case of conventional, auxetic, and returned (1st) foams, all the different porous materials have similar spectra that suggest no intrinsic structural change does occur at the nanoscale and composition level.

A parallel study was performed on the vibrational spectra of the foams in the different auxetic states (Figure 6) and while the changes are subtle, there is some evidence for the differences in the microstructure reflected in the data, which are broadly attributed to reduced or increased intramolecular association, particularly through hydrogen bonding. This is shown clearly when considering the superimposed Fourier

---

**Figure 5.** Logarithmic scales of the (a) SAXS scattered profiles and (b) WAXS patterns intensities for the reference foam, 1st auxetics, 1st returned, 5th returned, and baseline instrument configuration. Examples of the WAXS scattered profiles are shown in (c), (d), and (e) for the 1st auxetic, reference, and 5th returned, respectively.
transform infrared (FT−IR) absorption spectra as the native state. While the spectra do show some variation in baseline position toward the lower frequencies, the good agreement of the baseline above the fingerprint region facilitates direct comparison of the high frequency vibrations. Thus, a consideration of the weak but broad band at 3500–3700 cm\(^{-1}\) (attributed to the hydrogen bonding in the N−H moiety) shows a modest reduction as the native or conventional state makes the transition to the first auxetic state (broken blue line) (Figure 6a). This is accompanied by an apparent reduction in the intensity and shape of the broad band at 3100–3400 cm\(^{-1}\). The latter is likely to be due to a combination of “polymeric” O−H and N−H bands. Verification was sought through examination of the intensity of the corresponding C−O and C−N stretches (at 1125–1205 and 1400 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively) and while there is some corroborative, the variation in baseline position means that this only a qualitative assessment in this region. The carbonyl stretching region (ca. 1700 cm\(^{-1}\)) is particularly sensitive to changes in electronic environment and the reduction in the hydrogen bonding band is accompanied by a drop in the intensity of the C=O stretching band from the conventional to the first auxetic material. There appear to be significant changes in intensity associated with the C−O stretch (1000–1200 cm\(^{-1}\)). There are many other, more subtle spectral changes, e.g., the profile of the saturated C−H stretching region (immediately below 3000 cm\(^{-1}\)) also undergoes changes indicating a change in the methyl: methylene: methane ratio. The spectral data support a significant change from the native state to the first auxetic, particularly from a consideration of the O−H/C−O vibrations, but this is restored in the transition from the first auxetic to the first returned state (Figure 6b). This suggests that there is a degree of hysteresis present as the apparent relaxation of the polymer network not only restores (but subsequently enhances progressively) the hydrogen bonding response as the network is cycled through subsequent restored states (Figure 6b). This appears to support the aforementioned comments made about the microstructure of the foam in the returned phases (i.e., the change from reticulated topology (rounded cells and membranes) to increasing deformation and wrinkling. The change in surface area, associated packing and potential for hydrogen bonding increases as the structures are cycled. With the third and fourth auxetic, there appears to be increases in the vibrational bands at 2962 cm\(^{-1}\) (methyl, C−H stretch) and 1700 cm\(^{-1}\) (carbonyl, C=O).

After the above-mentioned evidence, it is apparent that the unusual blocked shape memory effect has a mechanical origin. At least for points of localized high strains during the cyclic compressions, strain-induced crystallization that is not eliminated on reheating leads after successive cycles to a turnover in auxetic response. To verify any possible topological change in the foam microstructure due this residual crystallization at high strained locations we have carried out CT scans of the native and fifth returned samples (Figure 7). The CT scans highlight more clearly the significant change in the microstructure of the returned foam cells previously observed from the SEM. The native foam has more regular cells with Kelvin-type lattice configurations. The structure of the fifth returned foam has slightly elongated concave cells, higher density (pore dimensions are decreased between 4% and 60% on average) and, quite significantly, the ribs show an irregular cross section.

Figure 6. Absorbance analysis for conventional versus (a) auxetic and (b) returned samples. (c) Direct comparison between the spectra from the conventional, 1st returned and auxetic, and 4th returned and negative Poisson’s ratio foams.
distribution and kinks/corrugations along the rib axes. It has been observed in other types of auxetic foams (i.e., first auxetic phase) that there are curved ribs and large connecting areas between beams in these foam networks. Strong elongation and ellipticity of the pores has also been observed in anisotropic auxetic foams structures. In classic centersymmetric honeycomb configurations, the auxetic behavior is due to the global re-entrant shape—i.e., the internal cell angle is negative, giving the cell the butterfly shape typical of auxetic classical configurations. The presence of kinks close to the intersection of the ribs can however produce a negative Poisson’s ratio behavior, even though the unit cell of the foam has a global convex behavior with internal positive angles. The presence of kinks close to the intersection of the ribs can however produce a negative Poisson’s ratio behavior, even though the unit cell of the foam has a global convex behavior with internal positive angles. The indents present in the ribs belonging to the fourth and fifth returned phases cells can represent discontinuities of the elastic axis of the foam ribs, and may be approximated using the corrugated model shown in Figure 7. Kinks and cross-section reduction are produced during the mechanical compression phase within the mold (as also partially observed in 22), and this would result in a reduction in the restorative force acting to reset the foam to its original dimensions. This would prevent complete shape restoration and kinks/corrugations along the rib axes. It has been observed in other types of auxetic foams (i.e., first auxetic phase) that there are curved ribs and large connecting areas between beams in these foam networks. Strong elongation and ellipticity of the pores has also been observed in anisotropic auxetic foams structures. In classic centersymmetric honeycomb configurations, the auxetic behavior is due to the global re-entrant shape—i.e., the internal cell angle is negative, giving the cell the butterfly shape typical of auxetic classical configurations. The presence of kinks close to the intersection of the ribs can however produce a negative Poisson’s ratio behavior, even though the unit cell of the foam has a global convex behavior with internal positive angles. The indents present in the ribs belonging to the fourth and fifth returned phases cells can represent discontinuities of the elastic axis of the foam ribs, and may be approximated using the corrugated model shown in Figure 7. Kinks and cross-section reduction are produced during the mechanical compression phase within the mold (as also partially observed in 22), and this would result in a reduction in the restorative force acting to reset the foam to its original dimensions. This would prevent complete shape restoration and kinks/corrugations along the rib axes. It has been observed in other types of auxetic foams (i.e., first auxetic phase) that there are curved ribs and large connecting areas between beams in these foam networks. Strong elongation and ellipticity of the pores has also been observed in anisotropic auxetic foams structures. In classic centersymmetric honeycomb configurations, the auxetic behavior is due to the global re-entrant shape—i.e., the internal cell angle is negative, giving the cell the butterfly shape typical of auxetic classical configurations. The presence of kinks close to the intersection of the ribs can however produce a negative Poisson’s ratio behavior, even though the unit cell of the foam has a global convex behavior with internal positive angles. The indents present in the ribs belonging to the fourth and fifth returned phases cells can represent discontinuities of the elastic axis of the foam ribs, and may be approximated using the corrugated model shown in Figure 7. Kinks and cross-section reduction are produced during the mechanical compression phase within the mold (as also partially observed in 22), and this would result in a reduction in the restorative force acting to reset the foam to its original dimensions. This would prevent complete shape restoration and kinks/corrugations along the rib axes. It has been observed in other types of auxetic foams (i.e., first auxetic phase) that there are curved ribs and large connecting areas between beams in these foam networks. Strong elongation and ellipticity of the pores has also been observed in anisotropic auxetic foams structures. In classic centersymmetric honeycomb configurations, the auxetic behavior is due to the global re-entrant shape—i.e., the internal cell angle is negative, giving the cell the butterfly shape typical of auxetic classical configurations. The presence of kinks close to the intersection of the ribs can however produce a negative Poisson’s ratio behavior, even though the unit cell of the foam has a global convex behavior with internal positive angles. The indents present in the ribs belonging to the fourth and fifth returned phases cells can represent discontinuities of the elastic axis of the foam ribs, and may be approximated using the corrugated model shown in Figure 7. Kinks and cross-section reduction are produced during the mechanical compression phase within the mold (as also partially observed in 22), and this would result in a reduction in the restorative force acting to reset the foam to its original dimensions. This would prevent complete shape restoration and kinks/corrugations along the rib axes. It has been observed in other types of auxetic foams (i.e., first auxetic phase) that there are curved ribs and large connecting areas between beams in these foam networks. Strong elongation and ellipticity of the pores has also been observed in anisotropic auxetic foams structures. In classic centersymmetric honeycomb configurations, the auxetic behavior is due to the global re-entrant shape—i.e., the internal cell angle is negative, giving the cell the butterfly shape typical of auxetic classical configurations. The presence of kinks close to the intersection of the ribs can however produce a negative Poisson’s ratio behavior, even though the unit cell of the foam has a global convex behavior with internal positive angles. The indents present in the ribs belonging to the fourth and fifth returned phases cells can represent discontinuities of the elastic axis of the foam ribs, and may be approximated using the corrugated model shown in Figure 7. Kinks and cross-section reduction are produced during the mechanical compression phase within the mold (as also partially observed in 22), and this would result in a reduction in the restorative force acting to reset the foam to its original dimensions. This would prevent complete shape restoration and kinks/corrugations along the rib axes. It has been observed in other types of auxetic foams (i.e., first auxetic phase) that there are curved ribs and large connecting areas between beams in these foam networks. Strong elongation and ellipticity of the pores has also been observed in anisotropic auxetic foams structures. In classic centersymmetric honeycomb configurations, the auxetic behavior is due to the global re-entrant shape—i.e., the internal cell angle is negative, giving the cell the butterfly shape typical of auxetic classical configurations. The presence of kinks close to the intersection of the ribs can however produce a negative Poisson’s ratio behavior, even though the unit cell of the foam has a global convex behavior with internal positive angles. The indents present in the ribs belonging to the fourth and fifth returned phases cells can represent discontinuities of the elastic axis of the foam ribs, and may be approximated using the corrugated model shown in Figure 7. Kinks and cross-section reduction are produced during the mechanical compression phase within the mold (as also partially observed in 22), and this would result in a reduction in the restorative force acting to reset the foam to its original dimensions. This would prevent complete shape restoration and kinks/corrugations along the rib axes. It has been observed in other types of auxetic foams (i.e., first auxetic phase) that there are curved ribs and large connecting areas between beams in these foam networks. Strong elongation and ellipticity of the pores has also been observed in anisotropic auxetic foams structures. In classic centersymmetric honeycomb configurations, the auxetic behavior is due to the global re-entrant shape—i.e., the internal cell angle is negative, giving the cell the butterfly shape typical of auxetic classical configurations. The presence of kinks close to the intersection of the ribs can however produce a negative Poisson’s ratio behavior, even though the unit cell of the foam has a global convex behavior with internal positive angles. The indents present in the ribs belonging to the fourth and fifth returned phases cells can represent discontinuities of the elastic axis of the foam ribs, and may be approximated using the corrugated model shown in Figure 7. Kinks and cross-section reduction are produced during the mechanical compression phase within the mold (as also partially observed in 22), and this would result in a reduction in the restorative force acting to reset the foam to its original dimensions. This would prevent complete shape restoration and kinks/corrugations along the rib axes. It has been observed in other types of auxetic foams (i.e., first auxetic phase) that there are curved ribs and large connecting areas between beams in these foam networks. Strong elongation and ellipticity of the pores has also been observed in anisotropic auxetic foams structures. In classic centersymmetric honeycomb configurations, the auxetic behavior is due to the global re-entrant shape—i.e., the internal cell angle is negative, giving the cell the butterfly shape typical of auxetic classical configurations. The presence of kinks close to the intersection of the ribs can however produce a negative Poisson’s ratio behavior, even though the unit cell of the foam has a global convex behavior with internal positive angles. The indents present in the ribs belonging to the fourth and fifth returned phases cells can represent discontinuities of the elastic axis of the foam ribs, and may be approximated using the corrugated model shown in Figure 7. Kinks and cross-section reduction are produced during the mechanical compression phase within the mold (as also partially observed in 22), and this would result in a reduction in the restorative force acting to reset the foam to its original dimensions. This would prevent complete shape.
recovery and would allow relatively facile compressive deformation to a process-induced intrinsic auxetic structure after the first several cycles. The validity of our assertion that the blocked shape memory effect is caused by a mechanical transformation is further compounded by the shape memory induced behavior produced by mechanical training on a syntactic foam produced from a styrene thermoset matrix with embedded glass microspheres by Xu and Li. In their work, the syntactic foam (with original positive Poisson’s ratio behavior) was programmed using a biaxial loading state only that induced a global re-entrant shape to a central portion of the foam section in their mold/crucible. The type of foam metamaterial shown in our work is thermostatic and open cell, and actually features a blocked SMP effect even when annealing is applied to the specimen.

CONCLUSIONS

Negative Poisson’s ratio open cell PU–PE foam metamaterials with permanent auxetic effect have been produced through multiple shape memory treatments. The permanent NPR effect is justified by the change of the ribs morphology in the returned foam phases with the presence of kinks, indentations and corrugations affecting the shape of the elastic axis of the cell beams. DSC, TGA, SAXS, WAXS, FT–IR, and elemental analysis do not show any significant change in the poly-morphism of the polyurethane. Very negligible mass loss when the samples of the pristine and returned phases were placed in acetone reveals that missing or broken ribs are not responsible for the auxetic behavior. The new types of auxetic foam metamaterials do show similar negative Poisson’s ratio values and energy dissipated per unit volume compared to regular NPR foams. The higher tangent modulus is however a very interesting feature, because auxetic open cell PU foams generally exhibit poor uniaxial stiffness behavior compared to their pristine conventional phase.
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